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1. Introduction/Background
• Selected renal cells (SRC), a renal epithelial cellenriched platform, are being advanced in a Phase 3
Global Registrational trial for treatment of chronic
kidney disease (CKD)1.
• In CKD models, administration of SRC is associated
with improved survival, preservation of renal
microarchitecture, and reduced renal dysfunction2,3.
• Preliminary data from a subset of diabetic kidney
disease patients suggest randomization to SRC is
associated with improvement in glomerular filtration
rate1.

2. Goal
To test the hypothesis that SRC organoids self-assemble
into nephrons, and implantation of SRC into the
diseased kidney induces repair and ameliorates organ
dysfunction.
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4. Results

Figure 3: Tubular and/or Glomerular Compartmentalization of
SRC Gene Products

Figure 5: Therapeutic Effects of SRC in a Rat Model of CKD
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• The SRC gene interactome is compartmentalized
within the tubules and/or glomeruli (podocyte)
• SRC gene products (proteins) are compartmentalized
within the tubules and/or glomeruli.
• SRC genes participate in kidney development.
• SRC cultures form organoids which self-assemble
into tubules in the presence of a scaffold.
• In a CKD model, randomization to SRC is associated
with preservation of renal function and tissue
microarchitecture.
Figure 2: Tubular and/or Glomerular Compartmentalization of
the SRC Gene Interactome

Antibody imaging data from The Human Protein Atlas indicate
compartmentalization of SRC gene products within the tubules and/or
glomeruli (arrows, A-F).

Table 1: SRC Genes Participate in Kidney Development
5/6 nephrectomized (Nx) rats advanced to CKD and exhibited a timedependent increase in SCr (p<0.05) not observed in an age- and Nxmatched+SRC cohort (A). The untreated (5/6 Nx) cohort kidney (B) showed
severe focal segmental glomerulosclerosis, glomerular atrophy, adhesions
of sclerotic segment to Bowman’s capsule (arrows) and shrinkage of
capillary tufts (*), accompanied by tubular dilatation (TD) and tubular casts
(TC). By contrast, the Nx+SRC treated kidney (B) exhibited reduced
glomerular changes, consisting predominantly of compensatory glomerular
hypertrophy (GH), characterized by enlargement of glomeruli without
appreciable injury. SRC treatment is associated with glomerulogenesis
characterized by comma shaped, S-shaped body, capillary loop and
maturing glomeruli (C-G). Schematic showing nephrogenic potential of rat
SRC (H).

3. Methods
• Cells from rat renal cortex are expanded and
subjected to buoyancy separation. Two bands,
differentially expressing3 nphs1, kdr, hes1, epo,
pecam1, cdh1 and cubn, are selected and combined
to produce rat SRC.
• Differentially expressed genes on rat SRC3 viz.
nphs1, kdr, hes1, epo, pecam1, cdh1 and cubn,
were seeded into knowledgebases and queried for
renal localization of their gene products and
signaling interactome, and function.
• Rat SRC was placed in culture to evaluate formation
of organoids and tubules and administered into the
5/6 nephrectomized rat kidney. Serum creatinine
(SCr) was evaluated over 6 weeks following
randomization and kidneys were examined on day
five or month six following intervention with SRC.

5. Discussion
Figure 4: SRC Organoids Self-assemble into Tubules
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Figure 1: Rat SRC Differentially Expresses Genes

• Activity of, and products of, differentially expressed
SRC genes are compartmentalized within tubules and
glomeruli (podocytes); these genes participate in
(re)building the kidneys.
• Intervention with SRC in a model of CKD is associated
with neo-nephrogenesis, mitigation of renal
dysfunction and preservation of renal
microarchitecture.

6. Conclusions
The SRC gene interactome (Humanbase) in the kidney (A), tubules (B),
glomeruli (C) and podocytes (D) exhibits increasing interaction strength
confidence kidney<tubule<glomerulus<podocyte (E) suggesting
compartmentalization.
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Representative image obtained using phase contrast microscopy
showing formation of organoids (A, arrows, 5X) by SRC in culture.
SRC-derived organoids express the tubular marker CXCR4 (B, arrows,
50X). Representative image showing tubule formation by SRC cultures
in the presence of a scaffold (C, arrow, 5X).

The nephrogenic potential of SRC may underlie its renal
reparative and restorative effects in CKD.
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